
Application of the month #2

Vinyl
Records
Pratika MPE X1
The Pratika 56 MPE X1 is an automatic shrink-
wrapping machine designed with careful 
consideration for market needs, aiming to 
provide a technologically advanced, versatile, 
and easy-to-use solution.

Discover the
Pratika MPE X1

automatic
shrink-wrapping

machine

The Pratika MPE X1 is a fully electric and servo-
assisted automatic packaging machine,
equipped with a 600x400mm sealing bar
capable of packaging products up to 160mm in
height.

Enhanced by a combination of high-level
electronic, mechanical, and technological
components, this packaging machine features a
double door and a range of optional features
that make it suitable for any requirement.

https://packaging.minipack-torre.it/vinyl-records

https://youtu.be/GOge5EfRWbQ
https://packaging.minipack-torre.it/vinyl-records


Product details

31,5 x 31,5cm

Film details

Film Type
Polyolefin

Width
450mm

Thickness
19µm

Features
Non-irradiated, 100% recyclable

according to SPI 4 / LD-PE standard

245g

da 0,3 a 0,5cm



Discover the details of this application

Entry tape on wheels
To facilitate the positioning and
movement of the entry tape.

Lowered guides
To ensure that the product does
not escape.

Automatic product spacing
Thanks to a separate
management of the input
conveyor speeds, the products
are automatically spaced.

Product compression kit
This optional, by reducing the
amount of air inside the bag, is
recommended for those who
need to package without heat
shrinkage or for those who need
to package very light and
delicate products during the heat
shrinkage phase.

Tunnel 50 Twin
Designed to meet the high-speed
packaging needs of products that
require secure and aesthetically
optimal packaging.

Speed control of the
conveyor by PLC
This solution allows for the
optimization of processes,
reducing times and ensuring
reliable and precise production.
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Discover the Pratika MPE X1 automatic
shrink wrapping machine 

Simple and functional design
Front and rear opening for easy access
USB port for saving product settings and
updates
Servo-assisted sealing bar
Motorized film opening triangles
Increased entry belt to facilitate standard
loading operations
Extractable cart for reel positioning at the
back
Remote teleassistance (optional)

Read more

The best
highlights

https://packaging.minipack-torre.it/vinyl-records

https://www.minipack-torre.it/en/packaging-machines/pratika-56-mpe-x1
https://packaging.minipack-torre.it/vinyl-records



